
From:
To:
Cc:

David McNulty/CEXlSCC
Tim Evans/CLRlSCC@SCC,
Trevor Pugh/EAI/SCC@SCC, Dominic Forbes/EAI/SCC@SCC, David Hodge/Councilior
Con/SCC@SCC
15104/201510:40
Re: FW: Highways transport and communication

Date'
Subject.

Dear Tim

Please find the response from our Highways Service below. I hope that this covers the points you've
raised.

I understand your concems relating to the matter that has been raised in Spelthorne in relation to
Kempton Park, and the problem that this is now being used as a political issue. Although I appreciate
that this might be involving you in more work just before an election, the issues relating to Kempton Park
have been in the public arena for some months now. They were raised and addressed in
correspondence between Surrey and Spelthome before Christmas 2014, and a long time before the
forthcoming May election was announced. The matter was addressed prior to Christmas in the same way
that it was at the recent Full Council meeting. As a point of fact in respect of point 2 in your email, the
map that was created for the Local Transport Review wasn't based entirely on facts (it only listed
"possible" developments sites - Kempton Park has been in the public eye for some time now). The most
important fact is that it was produced only to show at a private informal local committee meeting (not
public), to illustrate the types of things we need to consider, when reviewing service provision. It was only
because of a subsequent Freedom of Information Request that the information became into the wider
arena. That was wholly outside of any officers' control.

Although this might have caused you challenges, there is a need to undertake infrastructure and service
planning for the future of our County, which very much includes Spelthorne. The County Council is
criticised for not appearing to be planning for future potential developments, and it is entirely reasonable,
and indeed necessary, for infrastructure and in this case, bus service planning to consider possible
development sites. As an example, we have been asked in the last two days for information on strategic
sites in and around Guildford so that we may make bids for strategic funding towards infrastructure in that
borough. If we were to ignore those requests, we could miss out on much needed funding. The residents
of Surrey, whether in Guildford, or Spelthorne know where discussions could be taking place on potential
strategic housing sites. They are well informed, and know that Surrey County Council in its role as
Education and Transport Authority has no role as planning authority. It would be misleading to suggest
that Surrey is authorising "lumps" of housing at either Kempton Park, or anywhere else. All we are doing
is looking to the possibility in the future. The demarcation of a site for possible housing does not mean
that Surrey's giving it any formalisation. It's saying that we're very sensibly thinking about the future lest
the planning authority, or the planning inspectorate. or the Secretary of State consider it appropriate for
housing.

Regards,

David

David McNulty
Chief Executive
Surrey County Council

T: 0208541 8018
F: 020 8541 8968
E: david.mcnulty@surreycc.gov.uk
GCSX email: david.mcnulty@surreycc.gcsx.gov.uk (for content up to RESTRICTED)
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From:
To:
Cc:
Date.
Subject:

David McNultylCEX/SCC
Tim Evans/CLRlSCC@SCC,
Ellie GiftardlCEO/SCC@SCC
08/04/2015 18:57
Apologies for lack of response to an email

Dear Tim

The Leader has alerted me to the fact I haven't replied to an email from you. I'm sorry for that. My
office sieves the emails that come in each day and then puts the ones that need my attention into a
separate folder so that I can respond promptly. I'm not sure how we've missed your email and I'm very
sorry that we failed to respond.

Perhaps we could have a conversation next time you're in County Hall to pick up the issues you
raised in your email.

I'm copying in Ellie who will liaise with you about a suitable time.

Thanks

David

David McNulty
Chief Executive
Surrey County Council

T: 0208541 8018
F: 0208541 8968
E: david.mcnulty@surreycc.gov.uk
GCSX email: david.mcnulty@surreycc.gcsx.gov.uk (for content up to RESTRICTED)
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From:
To'
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Tim Evans/CLRlSCC
David McNulty/CEXlSCC,
Dominic Forbes/EAI/SCC, Mike Goodman/CLRISCC
30103/2015 11 :43
FW: Highways transport and communication

Dear David,

I appreciate that we are all busy but it is disappointing that no one has even acknowledged, let alone
replied to, my email of 19 March-see below.

Tim Evans

---------Forwarded by Tim Evans/CLRlSCC on 30103/2015 11 :43:58------

-------Original Message-------

From: Tim Evans/CLRISCC
To: David McNulty/CEXlSCC,Dominic Forbes/EAI/SCC
cc: Richard Walsh/CLRlSCC,Mike Goodman/CLRlSCC,"Roberto Tambini"
<r. tambini@spelthorne.gov.uk>,"Robert Watts" <cUr.watts@spelthome.gov.uk>,"Alfred Friday"
<cllr.friday@spelthorne.gov.uk>, •••••••••••••
Sent on :19/03/2015 16:28:31 GMT
Subject: Highways transport and communication

Dear David,

On Tuesday at Full Council you heard Mike Goodman respond to a question from Ian Beardsmore about
the local transport review map which showed potentially 1500 houses on Kempton Park ( which is in the
Green Belt). He said as instructed that this followed internal officer discussion. Ian's follow up asked if any
of the officers were from Spelthome Borough Council to which Mike answered "no"having anticipated the
question. The truth it appears is that someone in SCC transport got the information from a developer for
whom such a development would presumably be a big gleam in his aspirational eye! This despite the fact
that no planning application has been put before the Borough Planning Committee

It is coincidental that on the same day I was forwarded a copy of your email to Roberto Tambini in which
you were finally able to explain how the traffic study by Mouchel with regard to potential development of
Kempton Park (sic) came about.This was in response to a question from one of our residents first asked
in November.

So SCC has, unintentionally I'm sure, added fuel to the huge conspiracy theory going round these parts to
the effect that SBC is in cahoots to put 1500 houses on Kempton Park, which it is not. This rumourl belief
is so insidious that SBC hosted a meeting at in early Feb to try to scotch it but it will not die.

So your staff have, by simple thoughtlessness added hugely to the workload of SBC, the local councillors
and me as the local County councillor. All this just before an election which gives our opponents gleeful
opportunities to fan the flames. It is profoundly irritating especially as it was so easily avoidable!

Several points arise



I will be very happy to discuss this further if you would like to do so.

1. Surely it's obvious that the possibility of building 1500 houses on any Green Belt site, let alone so
prominent a site as Kempton Park, is going to be massively sensitive and not just in the immediate
locality.

2. Surely your staff are trained! instructed to check facts before putting them in documents that will be
available to the public( the transport review hit the Local Committee before Christmas and we saw this
1500 houses pin then!). I cannot believe that someone could be so naive and credulous as to put such a
figure in a report without checking carefully and considering the impact other than on the bus routes. It's
like throwing lighted fireworks about.

3. Why was I as the local Councillor not warned of the traffic review BEFORE it happened? It's is a
standard complaint of CUrs and it causes untold trouble. ALL traffic or highway matters are sensitive so
when blokes go round with theodolites and blue chalk people start asking questions.
4 .Why was SBC not notified? Clearly, given that most people don't distinguish between county and
Borough the borough is going to get questions. Anyway it would be courteous would it not?

Our residents are incredulous. They do not believe that communication on these matters between Surrey
and Spelthorne is so bad that Spelthorne didn't know what Surrey was doing! And frankly I don't blame
them.

They also still believe that there is a hidden plot to build on Kempton Park which as far as I know, there
isn't.

David, this is not just a rant. We need to find out who was responsible for this and take whatever action is
necessary.

And we need to work very hard on getting staff to understand that informing Cllrs of any significant action
in their division before it happens really matters. You never know, they might be able to helps itch the
communication! Anything to do with roads is very visible.

Because this matter rumbles on here in Sunbury I have copied a number of relevant people.

Yours sincerely

Tim


